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An Optimization of the TorX Test
Generation Algorithm
Nicolae Goga
In this paper we will discuss the process of automatic test derivation from formal
specification. The process will be illustrated in the TORX algorithm. We will
present an optimization of TORX. The extension of the algorithm with explicit
probabilities leads to improvements in the tests generated with respect to the
chances of finding errors in the implementation.
Introduction
Testing plays an important role in the process of de-
tecting the errors of the system implementations.
Today, more and more energy is concentrated in
building up testing systems which can produce bet-
ter results in detecting an faulty implementation.
The approach by which a set of behaviours are
transformed in tests can lead to the hidden errors
not being detected (the method is not based on any
theory). A more optimal approach is to use the for-
mal specification and an algorithm for test deriva-
tion for obtaining tests which will be able to detect
more errors as in the previous approach. This ability
is justified because the formal specification which
expresses the requirements on which the implemen-
tation should work define also what is an error for
it. So all behaviours are expressed in the specifica-
tion and theoretically the test derivation is capable
to detect all the errors of the implementation.
There are two ways of test derivation: the man-
ual one and the automatic one. The manual pro-
cess of test derivation is time consuming and sub–
optimal. The automatic test derivation process gains
more and more interests. There is much effort in
building up theory foundation and tools in this area.
One example is the project Cote–de–Resyste (CdR)
formed by a consortium of Dutch research groups
from academia and industry. The tool for automatic
test derivation developed by the CdR project was
baptized TORX (see [5]).
The TORX tool tries to be an open system and to
interconnect its system with a wide range of related
tools. With ToRX, several case studies have already
been performed (see e.g. [2] and Tretman’ss article
in this XOOTIC MAGAZINE).
The TORX test generation tool is based on the ioco
theory developed at the University of Twente. In
the heart of the theory is the ioco relation, which
formally expresses the assumptions about stimula-
tion and observation during testing. An algorithm
for deriving a sound and complete test suite with re-
spect to this relation forms the center of the TORX
test generation tool. This algorithm is incorporated
in such a way that it can be used both for on–the–fly
testing (test generation and test execution are com-
bined in one phase) and batch–oriented testing (test
generation and test execution are separated phases).
This algorithm is non-deterministic in the sense that
in every state where the system can do both an in-
put and an output a choice must be made between
these two. In practice a random generator was used
to resolve this non-determinism, which resulted in
an equal distribution of chances.
Practical experiments showed that in most cases this
equal distribution served very well, but in some
cases we encountered an anomalous situation. A
case study, concerning an elevator, indicated that
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the derived test suite was not optimal. Analysis
showed that the test suite mostly contained rather
uniform test cases with respect to the ratio of in-
puts and outputs. Thereby neglecting a collection
of unbalanced behaviours which were very interest-
ing for this particular case study. The natural solu-
tion to this problem is to extend the test derivation
algorithm with explicit probabilities.
This research on the role of probabilities in test
derivation is also inspired by our experiments,
performed with the SDT tool set from Telel-
ogic (see [4]), on testing the conference protocol
(see [3]). This case study also showed that a poor
test suite may result when simply selecting at ran-
dom between inputs and outputs.
This paper is structured as follows. We start with an
explanation of the TORX test derivation algorithm.
Then a section follows in which we discuss the pro-
posed modification. We summarize our findings in
the final section of the article.
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The TORX algorithm
Before explaining the TORX algorithm, we will
present in more details the test derivation process.
This process is represented in Figure 1.
In this process, the specification is the input of the
test generation algorithm. The specification de-
scribes the actions that the system is allowed to do.
Using it, the algorithm produces test cases which
are taken by the tester system and executed against
the Implementation Under Test (IUT). The tester
and the IUT exchange stimuli and responses. If
one of the executions leads to an error the verdict
will be Fail. If no error is discovered the verdict is
Pass. If the tester gives feedback to the test gener-
ation algorithm which will be used for building up
the test case, the test derivation is called on–the–
fly (test generation and test execution are combined
in one phase); in any other case it is called batch–
oriented (test generation and test execution are sep-
arated phases).
tester
specification
verdict
feedbacktest
cases
stimuli responses
I U T
algorithm
test generation
Figure 1: Automatic test generation
The TORX test generation algorithm is at the heart
of the TORX architecture. The algorithm has a
sound theoretical base, known as the ioco theory.
In this theory the behaviours of the implementation
system (physical, real object) are tested by using
the specification system (mathematical model of the
system). The behaviours of these systems are mod-
elled by labelled transition systems, systems which
are formed by: 1) a countable, non-empty set of
states; 2) a countable, non-empty set of observable
actions; 3) the set of transitions; 4) the initial state.
Futhermore, a special type of transition systems, the
input–output transition systems, are used. In these
systems the set of actions can be partitioned in a set
of input actions
 
and a set of output actions   .
Example
For a good understanding let us take the follow-
ing example: the input–output transition system
for a simple candy machine (Figure 2). The la-
bel set of this automaton is the union of the set
of inputs
 

	
and of the set of outputs
 
fffiffifl "!#fi$&%(')$*!( (for this system the set of
outputs is extended with the
ff
output which de-
notes the absence of outputs). After pushing the but-
ton
	+(

, the machine will produce liquorice ( ffifl "! )
or nothing (,ff ). When the button 	  is pushed
again the candy machine will produce liquorice or
chocolate ( $&%'-$ ! ). If nothing was produced and
the button is pressed, the machine will provide only
the chocolate. After the chocolate or the liquorice
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is given, pushing the button will give no response
(,ff output).
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Figure 2: The specification of a candy machine.
In ioco theory, such systems as the system from Fig-
ure 2 in which the set of outputs is extended with the
,ff
output are called suspension automaton.
One of the main ingredients of the TORX algorithm
is the correctness relation. Informally, an imple-
mentation is a correct implementation with respect
to the specification . and implementation relation
ioco/ if for every trace from 0 the set of possible
outputs the implementation can generate after per-
forming the trace is specified by the specification.
The correctness of an implementation with respect
to a specification is checked by executing test cases
(which specifies a behaviour of the implementation
under test). A test case is seen as a finite labelled
transition system which contains the terminal states
Pass and Fail. An intermediate state of the test case
should contain either one input or a set of outputs.
The set of outputs is extended with the output 1
which means the observation of a refusal (detection
of the absence of actions).
When executing a test case against an implemen-
tation the test case can give a Pass verdict if the
implementation satisfies the behaviour specified by
the test cases or a Fail verdict if the implementation
does not satisfy the behaviour
A test suite is a set of test cases. The conformance
relation used between an implementation
fl
and a
specification . is
fl '-$&'2
. In the ideal case, the im-
plementation should pass the test suite (complete-
ness) if and only if the implementation conforms.
In practice, because the test suite can be very large,
completeness is relaxed to the detection of non–
conformance (soundness). Exhaustiveness of a test
suite means that the test suites can only assure con-
formance but it can also reject conforming imple-
mentation. If an implementation passes a test suite,
than the implementation conforms with the specifi-
cation with respect with the conformance relation.
Hoever this does not mean that every conforming
implementation passes that test suite. For deriving
tests the following specification of an algorithm is
presented in [1]:
The specification of the test derivation algorithm
Let 3 be the suspension automaton of a specifica-
tion and let 4 be a set of traces included in the set
of traces of 3 ; then a test case

is obtained by a fi-
nite number of recursive applications of one of the
following three nondeterministic choices:
1. terminate the test case
t

Pass;
2. supply an input for the implementation
take an input 5 such that there exist in 4 a trace
which contains the input 5 . Remove from 4 all
the traces which does not contain the input 5 at
the current position and go into the new state
of the specification (the state reached with the 5
input).
t

576
8
where
8
is obtained by applying the algorithm
recursivly to the new 4 and for the new state of
the specification.
3. check the next output of the implementation
t = 9 ;Fail
if output : is not produced by the specifica-
tion and it is present in a trace from ; and ;
contains the empty trace;
+ 9 ;Pass
if output : is not produced by the specifica-
tion and it is present in a trace from ; but ;
does not contain the empty trace;
+ 9,6
<
if output : is produced by the specification;
=?> is obtained by applying the algorithm for-
ward for the new ; (from ; are eliminated
all the traces which do not contain the output
: ) and for the new state of the specification
(the state reached with the : output).
The summation means choice. In the imple-
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mentation of the algorithm initially 4 equals all the
traces off the specification.
The algorithm has three Choices. In every moment
it can choose to supply an input 5 from the set of
inputs
 @
or to observe all the outputs (  BA  1  )
or to finish. When it finishes, the verdict is Pass,
that is, no error is detected. After supplying an in-
put, the input becomes part of the test case and the
algorithm is applied recursively for building the test
case. When it checks the outputs, if the current out-
put is present in
' fiC
3ED , that output will also be-
come part of the test case and the algorithm will be
applied recursively. If the output is not present in
' fiC
3ED the algorithm finishes in almost all the cases
with a Fail verdict (if the empty trace is considered
an element of 4 ). If the empty trace is not in 4 then
the verdict will be Pass.
This algorithm satisfies the following properties (for
a proof see [1]):
Theorem 1 1. A test case obtained with this
algorithm is finite and sound with respect to
fl '-$&'
/ .
2. The set of all possible test cases that can be
obtained with the algorithm is exhaustive.
For a good understanding of the algorithm let us ap-
ply it on the suspension automaton for the candy
machine from Figure 2.
The implementation of this algorithm in the TORX
architecture usually generates the test cases on–the–
fly. To simplify our explanation below we will use
a batch oriented approach. The set 4 equals the set
?F
5
$&G
.
C
candy D .
A possible execution sequence of the algorithm on
this automaton is:
H First Choice 2 (*select an input*) ( 3  3@I ,
4
JF
5
$&G
.
C
3@ID ):
K	

6

I ;
H To obtain

I the algorithm chooses Choice
2( 3  3#L , 4 J?F 5 $&G . C 3#L
D ):

I
	

6

L ;
H Now Choice 3 is selected (*check the output*)
for computing

L ( 3  3#M , 4 NF 5 $&G . C 3#M
D ,
OP
4 ):

L
ffifl "!
6

LQIR
$&%'-$*!
6

LLSRT1U6 Fail;
H For
ffifl "!
the algorithm finishes (Choice 1) ( 3 
3@V , 4
WF
5
$G
.
C
3V&D ):

LQI

Pass;
H For
$&%'-$*!
the algorithm again checks the output
(Choice 3):

LL
XYfl"!
6 Fail R
$&%'-$*!
6 Fail RT1U6
*Z
I ( 3  3\[ ,
4
WF
5
$G
.
C
3 [ D ,
O]P
4 );
H If 1 action is produced, it chooses Choice 1
( 3  3#[ , 4 J?F 5 $&G . C 3#[
D ):
 Z
I

Pass.
The resulting test is shown in Figure 3. Recall that
the output 1 means the observation of a refusal. We
see that
	(  	  ffifl "!
is correct behaviour. We can
also see that
	(  	  $&%'-$*!\$&%'-$*!
is incorrect be-
haviour.
buti
buti
liq u
liq u
Pass Fail
Fail Pass Fail
uchoc
chocu
Figure 3: The Test generated for the candy machines.
The optimization of the TORX algo-
rithm
Our optimization of the TORX algorithm intro-
duces global probabilities ^ I , ^ L and ^
Z
to the three
choices of the algorithm. To get started, we assume
that the probabilities ^ I , ^ L and ^
Z
are globals by
which we mean that they do not depend on the spe-
cific moment of generation. Furthermore, we have:
^_I,R`^aLSR`^
Zbc

^_Ied
f

^aLgd
f

^
Z
d
f
The modified TORX algorithm now reads as fol-
lows:
H Choose Choice 1 (*terminate the test case*)
with probability ^_I ;
H Choose Choice 2 (*supply an input for the im-
plementation*) with probability ^aL ; Select every
input with the same probability;
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H Choose Choice 3 (*check the next output of the
implementation *) with probability ^ Z ;
An important observation is that the extended algo-
rithm still produces the same test cases. We only
control the chance of a trace to occur. This means
that it keeps the properties of the old algorithm
(Theorem 1): a generated test-case is finite, sound
and the union of all tests is exhaustive.
After having extended the algorithm with probabili-
ties, the question which will arise is: what value we
should give to these probabilities?
The answer of this question is related with the in-
troductory problem of ratio between inputs and out-
puts. Given a required ratio between the inputs and
the outputs in a test trace what values should the
probabilities of sending an input and receiving an
output have?
After some complicated computations (see [8]) we
arrived to a formula which maximizes the probabil-
ity to arrive at the end of one given trace as function
of the trace ratio between inputs and outputs. We
will illustrate the computation in the following ex-
ample
Example
liq
u
nullchoc 
u
null
pass
fail fail
buti liqu choc u
buti liqu choc u
butiliqu nullchoc u
fail fail pass pass
null
   A 
liq
u
   A 
choc 
u
fail
buti
butiliqu nullchoc u
failpass passpass
buti
   A 
buti
MSC
IUT
MSC
IUT
MSC tree
MSC A MSC
IUT
MSC
IUT
null
null
ENV ENV ENV ENV
Figure 4: Tests derived from candy machine represented
in an HMSC.
Let us consider all execution traces of the tests gen-
erated from the candy machine with a length less
than or equal to three. These traces are repre-
sented in the HMSC (see [3]) from Figure 4. We
use HMSC (High level Message Sequence Chart)
to represent the test cases because this is a conve-
nient technique which supports reusing parts of the
diagram
In the HMSC the Fail traces
,ff7Yfl"!
,
7$&%'-$*!
,
ff]ffhYfl"!
,
,ffi,ffh$&%'-$*!\
are not repre-
sented because in conformance with our observa-
tion, only choosing to check the outputs will not
lead to interesting test cases (so for the sake of the
simplicity we excluded them). Our example works
even if these traces are present in the set of Fail
traces considered.
The set of all the Fail traces are represented in Fig-
ure 5. In this figure, also the ratio between the num-
ber of inputs in that trace and the number of outputs
is represented. So for example the trace
	(  ,ff
ffifl j!
has one input and two outputs so the ratio is I
L
;
the same procedure is applied to every trace in the
set.
In this set of Fail traces there are two traces with
a ratio between inputs and outputs of k
I
, six with a
ratio I
L
, one with ratio I
I
and one with ratio L
I
. It
is clear that the number of traces with ratio I
L
is the
biggest and we will choose it to be the ratio between
inputs and outputs ( l
m

I
L
). For computing the new
configuration of the probabilities we choose ^ I
f
if the length of the trace is less than three and ^_I
c
if the length is equal to three. The new probabilities
configuration is computed as in the followings
^nL
 o
p
o
pfiq
Isr
CcStTf
D

I
Zvu
f
wyx
x
and
^
Zb
I
o
p
q
I
r
CcStTf
D

L
Zvu
f
wyz
{
0:1 0:1 1:2 1:2 1:2 1:2
choc 
u
fail fail
null
but
i
fail
liq
u
fail fail
choc 
u
but
i
null
but
i
null
but
i
liq
u
fail
null
choc 
u
1:2 1:2
liq
u
fail
but
i
liq
u
but
i
but
i
fail
but
i
choc 
u
liq
u
fail
choc 
u
but
i
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null
u
liq
1:1 2:1
Figure 5: Fail traces represented in HMSC.
The old configuration of the TORX algorithm of
C
^nL

^
Z
D was
Cf
wy|
fif
wy|
D the new one is
Cf
wyx
x
fif
wyz
{
D .
For computing the probability of getting a Fail
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when the algorithm runs one time against an erro-
neous implementation (which has all the Fail traces
from the set) first the probability of every individual
Fail trace should be computed. A graphical repre-
sentation for the computation of the probability of
the trace
C	+(  ,ff}ffifl "!
D is given in Figure 6 for the
old and the new configuration of
C
^aL

^
Z
D .
p =0.5
p =0.5
3
3
null
fail
liq
u
null
liq
u
chocu
chocu
buti
p =0.5
2
The old configuration
(0.5, 0.5)2of (p   ,p  ) is3
There is 1 input
sending null is 1/3
The probability of
2of (p   ,p  ) is3 (0.33, 0.67)
null
fail
liq
u
null
liq
u
chocu
chocu
buti
2
p =0.33
3
3
p =0.67
p =0.67
1*(0.33*1)
(0.67*0.33)
1*(0.33*1)*
1*(0.33*1)*
(0.67*0.33)*
(0.67*0.33)
The new  configuration
 
1*(0.5*1)
There is 1 input
sending null is 1/3
The probability of
1*(0.5*1)*
(0.5*0.33)
1*(0.5*1)*
(0.5*0.33)*
(0.5*0.33)
Pr  (fail, but  null liq   )=0.0014o Pr  (fail, but  null liq   )=0.0018n u
The probability ofThe probability of
i u i
usending liq   is 1/3 usending liq   is 1/3
Figure 6: The probability of generating and executing
the trace ~ff =?
 U* .
After performing the trace
	

, the IUT can send
three outputs
,ff
,
ffifl "!
,
$&%'-$*!
, so the probability of
sending one (for example ,ff ) is f
wyx
x . In the same
way the probability of sending
ffifl "!
is also
f
wyx
x
. So,
the probability of generating and executing the trace
	

ffiffifl "!
is
f
wyf
f
c
for the old configuration
of the probabilities and
f
wyf
f
c

for the new one. In
a similar way the probabilities for every individual
trace which ends in a Fail are computed.
It is not entirely trivial to see that optimizing for
each individual Fail trace leads to a better error de-
tection capability for the suite as a whole. In order
to show that this is the case, we made some fur-
ther calculation in the context of this example. The
general claims about better error detection capabil-
ity are outside the scope of the present paper.
The probability Ł
F#C
Fail, TORX, 1 D of getting a Fail
verdict when the TORX algorithm runs once against
the IUT is obtained by summing the probabilities
of every individual Fail trace; so for the old con-
figuration this probability is Ł
F*YUC
Fail, TORX, 1
D
f
wy|
c
and for the new configuration it is Ł
F
l?
C
Fail, TORX, 1 D f
wyz . This simple case clearly
demonstrates that a modification of the probabili-
ties can lead to a higher chance of discovering an
erroneous implementation in the same amount of
algorithm runs. This is also clear from the graph
in Figure 7 in which the probability of getting a Fail
( Ł F\C Fail, TORX,  D ) in function of the number 
of test generation–executions is expressed (for the
old and for the new probabilities configuration).
(p ,p  )= (0.5, 0.5)
21
Pr( Fail, TorX, n)
n1 2 3 4
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
21
(p ,p  )= (0.33, 0.67)
Pr( Fail, TorX, n)=1-(1-Pr(Fail, TorX,1)) n
Figure 7: The probability of getting a Fail as function of
the number of test generation–execution.
Conclusions
In this paper we gave a short description of the au-
tomatic test derivation process, an informal descrip-
tion of the ioco theory and we proposed to mod-
ify the TORX test derivation algorithm such that
the probabilities of the non-deterministic alterna-
tives are made explicit.
We argued that in some cases the generated test
suite can be optimized by adapting the values of
these probabilities. Case studies gave evidence
that assuming an equal distribution of chances, the
TORX algorithm will sometimes yield relatively
few really interesting test cases. Our calculations on
the toy example of the candy machine also showed
that an appropriate choice of the probabilities im-
proves the chance to detect errors in the implemen-
tation.
An important question is, of course, whether there
are heuristics which help in selecting appropriate
values for the probabilities. In the case studies
which we performed, clearly the ratio between the
number of inputs and the number of outputs in a test
trace influenced the quality of the test cases. There-
fore, we derived in this paper the optimal values for
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the probabilities in the algorithm given some pref-
ered ratio between the number of inputs and out-
puts.
The proposed modification of the TORX algorithm
has already been implemented. Futher research
could investigate the impact of this work on the on-
going series of case studies performed in the CdR
project.
An important follow-up of the current research is
the extension of the testing theory from [7] in more
ways with probabilities. In particular the study of
the probabilistic coverage seems promising.
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